Modified solvent accessibility free energy prediction analysis of cyclic urea inhibitors binding to the HIV-1 protease.
One of the most successful drug targets against AIDS in the last decade has been the HIV-1 protease (HIV-1 PR), an enzyme that processes the polyprotein gene products into active replicative viral proteins. In our quest for a wide-ranging, binding free energy function we have extended the solvent accessibility free energy predictor (SAFE_p) method, recently developed for peptidic HIV-1 PR inhibitors, to the study of the binding of cyclic urea (CU) HIV-1 PR inhibitors. Our results show that there is a need for a specific term depicting polar contacts to be added to the original SAFE_p analytical expression, an outcome not seen in our studies of HIV-1 PR peptidic inhibitors. Nevertheless, despite the higher profile of the electrostatic interactions in the binding of the CU inhibitors, our analysis indicates that CU inhibitor binding is still driven by the hydrophobic entropic contribution, as much as for the peptidic inhibitors.